Market Commentary

December gold closed lower on Monday below the 20-day moving average crossing at 1321.20 as it extended this month's decline. The
low-range close sets the stage for a steady to lower opening when Tuesday's night session begins trading. Stochastic and the RSI are
neutral to bearish signalling that a short-term top might be in or is near.

December silver closed sharply lower on Monday and below the July-August-uptrend line crossing near 17.88 confirms that the short-term
trend has turned bearish. The low-range close set the stage for a steady to lower opening when Tuesday's night session begins trading.
Stochastic and the RSI are neutral to bearish signalling that a short-term top might be in or is near.
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As 'Actual' greater than 'Forecast' is good for currency. Annualized number
of new residential building permits issued during the previous month.
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